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Abstract—In Peru and the world, millions of students saw
their education interrupted caused by the problems brought by
the COVID-19 virus, due to this many educational entities began
to adopt learning platforms and web systems so that the teaching
process is not affected, having to comply with all the guidelines
and requirements of the institution to solve any academic difficulty. That is why in the present work the implementation
of a web system was proposed for the improvement of the
qualification and evaluation processes of an institution using the
scrum methodology since it is an agile framework that is based on
empiricism and offers adaptation and flexibility in the projects.
For the software development, the open source language PHP was
used since it is more adapted to these web systems, Mysql was
also used, which is a database manager for relational databases.
The results of this research was the correct implementation of
this system to the educational institution, verifying the absence
of errors and the improvement of the processes involved so that
the institution can provide students with an adequate learning
process.

platforms have certain limitations that prevent covering all the
needs of the institutions, these institutions, by not having the
required modules and by not satisfying all the needs of the
different areas involved, are not able to provide the information
necessary for decision-making in an academic setting. This
affects students because the student, guided by the teacher,
makes use of the different tools and resources offered by
these web systems to access important information and develop
activities that help the student consolidate knowledge and
develop skills.

Keywords—COVID-19; evaluation; learning platform; scrum;
web system

Due to the lack of adherence of some processes with the
requirements of the institution, this can harm its decisionmaking, affecting the learning and teaching process. This work
offers a proposal, solution to the problems of the educational
institution through the web system that will optimize resources
by improving the level of satisfaction of those involved as
teachers and students, in addition, the web system will accelerate the evaluation and qualification processes of the institution
making them more efficient and with fewer errors.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Today the percentage of educational institutions that adopt
a virtual teaching platform is increasing, this due in large part
to confinement due to pandemic, creating a change in the
global teaching process, Currently, virtual teaching is defined
as the development of the learning process through the use of
digital and information tools, where the student and the teacher
are not physically present in the same room. Nowadays, many
students went from the face-to-face to the virtual, bringing
with them new problems to solve. This new reality brought new
methods and ways to have a better understanding of the educational process in universities and institutions [1]. The change
in the way of teaching in institutions due to the COVID-19
pandemic forced many educational entities to adopt virtual
teaching systems since, due to the circumstances, classes and
online interaction are considered the best option that can be
adapted to this new form of teaching and that complies with the
confinement regulations issued by the governments of different
parts of the planet. These web systems provide all kinds of
tools so that students can learn from home without having to
return to face-to-face classes or be in contact with other people
[2]. Although most institutions have some type or form of
software to process, retrieve, store information, today these
systems need to be increasingly accurate with a minimum
error percentage because these systems must provide students
and teachers tools and resources quickly and safely [3]. Some

For all the aforementioned and with the purpose of solving
these academic difficulties of the Institute of Sciences and Humanities (ICH), through technology, specifically in the design
and development of a web system, the following question was
asked: What measure will a web system of qualification and
evaluation improve the process of monitoring and control of
information in the Institution of Sciences and Humanities?

The objective of this project is to seek to improve through
a web system the qualification process and results of mock
admission exams managed by the directorate of systems and
communications of the ICH.
In Section II, a review of the literature was carried out; in
Section III the methodology; as well as in Section IV the case
study; in Section V the result and discussion; and finally in
Section VI Conclusion and future work.
II.

L ITERATURE R EVIEW

The project consists of designing and implementing a web
system for the improvement of the qualification process and
results of the mock admission exam of an educational institution to provide a better experience for students in addition
to processing and analyzing the grades of students to obtain
information performance and progress. A large percentage of
educational institutions in Peru use learning platforms for
virtual teaching and with the presence of COVID-19 and
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quarantine this percentage is increasing even more, so knowing
these tools today is essential for institutions educational.

in an educational process generated by communication and
information.

Regarding virtual education due to pandemic, there are
different positions such as that of the author Eduardo Norman
Acevedo [4] which says that due to the current situation referring to the health situation caused by COVID-19, educational
institutions had to change the teaching processes to adapt to
this new way of teaching and learning, being mainly evaluative,
ethical, sociological, pedagogical changes. On the other hand,
Marı́a Laura Picón [5] indicates that millions of students were
affected by this problem, having to adapt to these new tools in
order to receive online classes, however, how prepared were
not only the institutions but also the students? This change
in teaching brought with it new problems for students such
as lack of technological resources, lack of internet in rural
areas, students with disabilities, etc. This need to apply virtual
teaching revealed the inequality of training for the use of these
technologies and the lack of knowledge by both teachers and
students. Based on the above, Javier Arturo Hall López [6]
mentions that virtual teaching also brought problems on the
physical health of students, due to sedentary lifestyle and lack
of exercise make students more likely to suffer from weight
problems, this is a challenge pedagogical in teaching and
in the way of teaching classes, which has to propose better
teaching methodologies so that the student can be guided
in the development of their motor skills. At the same time,
these education platforms are increasingly being adopted by
more education centers, as explained by D. Benta [7] in his
report, where he mentions that tools such as Moodle help
motivate students and those involved in solving collaborative
and individual tasks.

The advantages of a virtual educational environment include: flexibility, economic efficiency, interactivity, mobility. In
this context, M’Balia Thomas [12] indicates that the change to
virtual classes due to the pandemic forced teacher educators to
rethink them, they do not normally teach or design the content
of online courses. Thus, as the global pandemic grows and
accelerates a continued rise in e-learning, teacher educators
must reexamine what it means to be equitable, responsive and
inclusive to the individual needs of a diverse set of pre-service
teachers and take into account consideration of collective
professional needs. With regard to systems related to virtual
education, there are various authors such as Cristian Enrique
Mejı́a and Mariano Enrique Álava [13] who developed a grade
registration system for a school with 60 years of service that
lacked a virtual education environment, it is for this reason that
there was a deficient management of the file with important
content such as qualifications, enrollment, etc., and that they
were solved by this software that optimized said processes.
It also allows to reduce the response time of processes and
improve the teaching process and thus increase the satisfaction
of the students. It is clear that these web systems helped
learning from home, institutions such as those mentioned had
to adapt to these new platforms so that this training process
is not interrupted and although not all have the means to take
this type of non-face-to-face classes, a large percentage were
able to continue with their training process.

About traditional teaching, Jacinto Joaquı́n Vertı́z Osores
[8] indicates, that the traditional form of evaluation used in
universities has been attributed almost entirely to the criteria
of the professors, who guided the process towards the quantification of the indicators expressed in their links and that they
are supposed to reflect the level of progress of the students.
In retrospect, this traditional way of evaluating students to
measure learning and level of knowledge has remained frozen
in time and does not appear to have changed in the last 50
years [9]. However, at the current stage, where the educational
scheme is not the same, with means of remote interaction,
in this new scheme, teachers ask university authorities about
evaluation methods, consult strategies and propose methods,
being fully aware of the shortcomings of the new interaction
scenario. On the other hand, Olga V. Bondarenko [10] points
out that, in a virtual educational environment, the nature of the
interaction of those involved in learning (a student, a group of
students or a teacher) changes fundamentally. The term study
is not used because it is interpreted as a cognitive activity of
students who, under the guidance of a teacher, master skills,
knowledge. The involvement of students in a virtual education
environment means that the teacher must change his role from
mentor and director to tutor, facilitator and moderator [11]. The
teacher strives to help students find an individual educational
path. Currently and due to the pandemic, there are more and
more modern students living in a media environment where
the use of computers, internet resources and the use of mobile
devices is part of their day to day. It is for this point that virtual
educational environments are now a reality that basically deals
with an information space for the interaction of students

In summary, the authors analyzed in their research show
that there is still a need to carry out digital transformation in
institutions to make the implementation of the evaluation system more effective and efficient. The investigation that will be
carried out is to see how to optimize with the implementation
of the web page in an effective way in its processes.
III.

M ETHODOLOGY

A. Methodology SCRUM:
The Scrum methodology is a framework that addresses
complex problems (ver Fig. 1), where a lot of ambiguity can
be observed; in addition, it helps to promote creativity and
productivity of teams because events tend to generate creative
tension in the team [14]. In addition to this always tends to seek
to deliver products of the highest value. both scrum and other
methodologies allow the team to make the most of resources
and time, however this does not mean that this framework does
not have disadvantages. Scrum is based on empiricism, rather,
learning as you go, it is for this reason that the incremental
interactive life cycle is usually perfect for this framework [15].
In Scrum there are roles which are the Scrum Master, the
Scrum team and the Product Owner [16]. This agile framework
or framework created in the 90’s by Schwaber and Sutherland.
It follows an approach that is based on evidence, starting from
the premise that problems can never be defined or understood
in their entirety, which is why organizations and companies
have to focus on getting trained teams to respond to change.
The characteristics that most identify this framework [17],
are the following:
•

Flexibility and adaptation.
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•

Return on investment.

•

Risk mitigation.

•

An always motivated team.

•

An alignment between the client and the team Productivity and quality.

•

This intensified work entails a high prediction of times
since the speed and performance of the equipment is
known.

•

The method of work and continuous review produces
a higher quality of the software.

6) Team Roles: This methodology is made up of three main
roles. Each of these roles has different responsibilities and must
act differently [18].

B. Scrum Activities
1) Sprint Planning: This is a meeting that has to be held
at the beginning of a sprint and it is necessary for the entire
team to participate [15]. This task planning is divided into two
main parts:
First part of the meeting. This has a Timebox of 4 hours.
•

This is where the client shows the list of requirements
to the manager, and specifies the priority requirements.

•

Then the list is analyzed, doubts are resolved and it is
agreed which requirements will be a priority in each
iteration.

Second part of the meeting: As in the first part, here a timebox
is made that can last a maximum of 4 hours. Here the iteration
is analyzed and planned, and proceeds to create tactics that will
help you meet the objective.
•

Team members can assign themselves tasks to perform.

•

The effort to perform each task will be calculated.

2) Sprint: In Scrum we have iterations, these iterations in
Scrum are called sprint, each one of the sprint delivers value to
the end users or to those who are solving a particular problem,
this value grows with each iteration.
3) Scrum Daily Meeting: In these meetings, what is sought
is the transfer of relevant value together with the collaboration
of team members to improve productivity. Here each member
reviews everyone’s work to be able to make the necessary
changes to finish and comply with the sprint.
4) Sprint Retrospective: This is the event where all members of the Team evaluate and inspect themselves, this in order
to improve during the next Sprint. Here we analyze how they
are working, why they achieve or not the objective in which
they are failing.
5) Sprint Review: This event takes place at the end of each
sprint. During this informal meeting the increase is reviewed,
rather, what was done during the sprint and if there were
changes, the Product Backlog is analyzed.

•

Scrum Master: He is an expert in scrum, he is a facilitator coach, he trains and removes the impediments
that can be seen in daily meetings.

•

Product Owner: It is the empowered person, who
establishes the product backlog, is responsible for the
return on investment, is represented by a single person
and works on the product vision.

•

Development team: All the members are called developments and they are full time in what they are doing,
it is a multidisciplinary team that is self-managed and
estimates its own time, it is a small team and it is
recommended that it be from 3 to 9 people.

7) Product Backlog: This is a list with elements, these
elements are called PBI (Product backlog item), this artifact
is not only composed of user stories, in the scrum guide they
mention that other values such as needs, requirements, cases
of uses, defects etc. This stack is ordered, being the first in the
stack the ones that generate the greatest value to the business
or the highest value to the end users and therefore the last
in the stack is what generates the least value or little value
compared to the first pbi. Scrum, being iterative and agile,
allows new PBIs to be entered into the backlog that may arise
as we advance in the project, that is why it is said that the
product backlog is emergent, which means that we can be
adding new things according to the product or according to
the project I need it.
8) Burndown Chart: This is a graph that shows over
time the speed and the time in which the objectives and
requirements are being completed. Provides a better overview
of the team’s pace of progress in order to predict whether the
team will complete the work in the estimated times.
9) ScrumTaskboard: This is a board with the tasks to be
done. And be organized in such a way that the objectives are
assigned the necessary tasks to finish it, usually post-its are
used, and they change position according to their status. To
differentiate the tasks that each member is performing, smaller
colored stickers are used.
10) Disadvantages of Scrum: Scrum is not perfect. Therefore, we can mention some of the most important disadvantages of Scrum:
At the time of starting with Scrum, the whole team must
know very well its principles and theoretical framework, also
that there be knowledge of the Scrum roles or this could
alter the functions and tasks. To a large extent, much of the
success of the project will depend on the level of knowledge
of the scrum master (rather than on the innovation, creativity
or quality of the inputs). If for some reason some task is
not completed, other tasks may be compromised due to that
sometimes these can be related, this can generate delays in the
sprints or the delivery of an unsatisfactory value.
The following figure shows the stages of this methodology
graphically, showing the order of the activities [14].
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Fig. 1. The Phases of the Scrum Methodology.

IV.

C ASE S TUDY

TABLE I. U SER S TORY

A. Initiation Phase
1) User Story: In Table I, was create user stories, that are
general and informal explanations of the characteristics of the
software, these are from the point of view of the end user, in
our case we identified 22.
2) Product Backlog: In the product backlog basically organize the list of tasks was carried out for the project. In Table
II, we show the priority or rather the degree of importance
and to which module it belongs, in this work we were able to
identify 4 modules.

ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

B. Planning and Estimation Phase
1) Sprint Backlog: In Table III, Table IV, Table V are
the objectives, the elements chosen in the product backlog to
be completed in each sprint, in our project we identify three
sprints.
In Table VI, the weighting that was used is detailed in the
following.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22

2) User Story Sprint 1:

USER STORY
As an administrator I need to view the windows to configure the exams.
As Administrator I need to register an answer for each question.
As Administrator I need to register the sections to place the questions.
As Administrator I need to record the time for each area.
As Administrator I need to register the number of questions for each
area.
As Administrator I need to record the total time for all sections.
As Administrator I need to register the total number of questions to
set limits.
As Administrator I need to register the courses for each section.
As Administrator I need to have reports by dates to indicate the day
the exam was taken.
As Administrator I need a merit report by specialty to see your
information.
As Administrator I need a general merit report to see your information.
As an administrator I need to edit the number of questions per area
to update the data.
As Administrator list the sections to view the existing information.
As Administrator I need to have a course report to see your information
As Administrator I need to view the exam model to see the changes
made.
As a student, I need to take the exam for the evaluation.
As a Student I need to visualize the windows for taking exams.
As a Student I need a report card to see my results.
As a Student I need to finish the test to choose a new section.
As a Student I need to see the detailed result, showing which ones
were incorrect, which ones were correct and which ones I did not
answer.
As a Student I need to finish the exam even if time is not over yet.
As a Student I need to be able to enter an exam to view their schedules.

a) Exam management module 1: In this module 7 user
stories were created for the creation, deletion, modification and
list of exams, likewise a time can be assigned for taking the
test, also for greater convenience the exam can be copied.Table
VII and Table VIII show the windows of this module.
b) Exam management module 2: In this module 4
user stories were created for the management of sections,
questions and courses, this window can only be used by
administrator type users.In the part of the questions because
they are associated with an exam, the questions cannot be
eliminated directly, what is done is a logical elimination. Table
IX and Table X show the windows of this module.

3) User Story Sprint 2: In this module the administrators
will be able to observe the progress of the students in the
courses as well as view the reports of the students by date,
year, course and type of exam. These data can later be analyzed
to obtain statistical tables as a result. Table XI and Table XII
show the windows of this module.
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TABLE II. P RODUCT BACKLOG
ID
1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
13

14
15

16

USER STORY
As an administrator I need to
view the windows to configure the exams.
As Administrator I need to
register an answer for each
question.
As Administrator I need to
register the sections to place
the questions.
As Administrator I need to
record the time for each area.
As Administrator I need to
register the number of questions for each area.
As Administrator I need to
record the total time for all
sections.
As Administrator I need to
register the total number of
questions to set limits.
As Administrator I need to
register the courses for each
section.
As Administrator I need to
have reports by dates to indicate the day the exam was
taken.
As Administrator I need a
merit report by specialty to
see your information.
As Administrator I need a
general merit report to see
your information.
As a Student I need to take the
exam for the evaluation.
As a Student I need to visualize the windows for taking
exams.
As a Student I need a report
card to see my results.
As a Student I need to finish
the test to choose a new section.
As a Student I need to be able
to enter an exam to view their
schedules.

Priority
High

Sprint

TABLE IV. S PRINT BACKLOG FROM S PRINT 2
MODULE

PRIORITY
1

High

Exam management 1

2

High

3
4

High

1
5

Half

High

Exam management 2
PRIORITY
1

High
2
Low
3
4
2

Results
5

High

High

3

Student

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

4

3

3

2

3

1

2

1

CHORES
SPRINT 3
As an administrator I need to edit the
number of questions per area to update
the data.
As Administrator list the sections to
view the existing information.
As Administrator I need to have a course
report to see your information.
As Administrator I need to view the
exam model to see the changes made.
As Administrator I need to manage the
scores by section.

DIFFICULTY
3

HOURS
12
3

3

3

3

2

3

1

4

3

5) Design Pattern MVC: The model view controller pattern
(mvc) is a pattern that separates the data into three different
modules, each fulfilling a function different. This software
architecture pattern applies code reuse, facilitating software
development and maintenance as shown in Fig. 2 [14]. In Fig.
3, we can see the order of the folders following this pattern.
This model can be used to develop desktop applications or
mobile applications in this way creating the mobile version of
the system will be much easier.

High

High

TABLE III. S PRINT BACKLOG FROM S PRINT 1
PRIORITY

4

HOURS
10
3

is modified, in addition the student’s information is saved and
processed for future reports Table XIII and Table XIV show
the windows of this module.

High

Half

DIFFICULTY

TABLE V. S PRINT BACKLOG FROM S PRINT 3

Half

High

CHORES
SPRINT 2
As Administrator I need to register the
courses for each section.
As Administrator I need to have reports
by dates to indicate the day the exam
was taken.
As Administrator I need a merit report
by specialty to see your information.
As Administrator I need a general merit
report to see your information.
As Administrator I need to register the
number of questions for each area.

CHORES
SPRINT 1
As an administrator I need to view the
windows to configure the exams.
As Administrator I need to register an
answer for each question.
As Administrator I need to register the
sections to place the questions.
As Administrator I need to record the
time for each area.
As Administrator I need to register the
number of questions for each area.
As Administrator I need to record the
total time for all sections.
As Administrator I need to register the
total number of questions to set limits.

DIFFICULTY
5

HOURS
11
3

3

2

3

1

2

1

2

2

2

1

2

1

4) User Story Sprint 3: In this module, students will be
able to take the exams and see their results.To take an exam,
the date and time have to be appropriate in addition to having
previously chosen an exam.After the student completes the
test, the scores and the exam are calculated It ends without
the option of taking it again. To enter this module the student
must be previously registered in the system.Students who did
not solve the test are scheduled another date and their score
www.ijacsa.thesai.org
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TABLE VI. W EIGHTING C RITERION
DIFFICULTY
Easy
Little Easy
Regular
Little difficult
Hard

TABLE VIII. U SER S TORY- SECTION M ANAGEMENT

WEIGHT
1
2
3
4
5

USER STORY
User: Administrator
Story name: section management
Business priority: High
Developing
risk:
Low
Estimated points:5
Assigned Iteration:1
Responsible developer: Manrique jaime franco
Description: In this window the administrator will be able to manage the sections for later
use in exams.
Observation: The user must be previously logged in.The user must be an administrator.
CRITERIA OF ACCEPTANCE
The system generates sections
The system displays registered sections
PROTOTYPE
Number: 2

TABLE VII. U SER S TORY- EXAM M ANAGEMENT
USER STORY
User: Administrator
Story name: Exam Settings
Business priority: High
Developing
risk:
Low
Estimated points:5
Assigned Iteration:1
Responsible developer: Manrique jaime franco
Description: In this window the administrator will be able to manage the exams for later
activation.
Observation: The user must be previously logged in.the user must be an administrator.
CRITERIA OF ACCEPTANCE
The system generates exams
The system displays recorded exams
PROTOTYPE
Number 1

TABLE IX. U SER S TORY- COURSE M ANAGEMENT
USER STORY
User: Administrator
Story name: course management
Business priority: High
Developing risk: Low
Estimated points:5
Assigned Iteration:1
Responsible developer: Manrique jaime franco
Description: In this window the administrator will be able to manage the courses for later
use in exams.
Observation: The user must be previously logged in.The user must be of administrator.
CRITERIA OF ACCEPTANCE
The system generates courses
The system displays the registered courses
PROTOTYPE
Number: 3

6) Database Model: Fig. 4 shows the diagram of the
database.The diagram has 15 tables; the main ones being the
exam table where the exams with the corresponding questions
are recorded and the configuration table which relates the
students with the grades.
The DB was developed in MYSQL since it is a database
manager that best adapts to web systems as well as being free
and easy to use. This manager is compatible with Windows
and Linux operating systems.
The database was developed using Navicat which is a tool for
the development of BDs and that allows managing multiple
databases.This tool was chosen for its compatibility with the
manager and for its easy handling.
V.

R ESULT AND D ISCUSSION

A. Sprint 1 Testing and Review
1) Exam: In Fig. 5, the exam window is shown where the
exams will be shown, registered, deleted and modified, also
it will be possible to create schedules and register questions.
For the administrator’s convenience, it will also be possible to
duplicate the exam including the questions.
2) Section: Fig. 6 shows the section window where sections
will be displayed, registered, deleted and modified. To register
a section it is necessary to specify its name.

3) Course: Fig. 7 shows the course window where the
courses will be displayed, registered, deleted and modified.To
register a course it is necessary to specify the section to which
it belongs.
4) Area: In Fig. 8, the window of areas is shown which
for security reasons cannot be modified, for now the only way
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TABLE X. U SER S TORY- QUESTION M ANAGEMENT

TABLE XII. U SER S TORY-R EPORT OF M ERITS

USER STORY
Number: 4
User: Administrator
Story name: question management
Business priority: High
Developing risk: Low
Estimated points:5
Assigned Iteration:1
Responsible developer: Manrique jaime franco
Description: In this window the administrator can manage the questions for later
use in exams.
Observation: The user must be previously logged in.The user must be of type administrator.
CRITERIA OF ACCEPTANCE
The system generates questions
The system displays the registered questions
PROTOTYPE

USER STORY
User: Administrator
Story name: report of merits
Business priority: High
Developing risk: Low
Estimated points:5
Assigned Iteration:2
Responsible developer: Manrique jaime franco
Description: In this window the administrator can view the merits of the students
in order of specialty and merit.
Observation: The user must be previously logged in as administrator type.
CRITERIA OF ACCEPTANCE
The system generates reports by merit
The system filters according to the data
PROTOTYPE
Number: 6

TABLE XI. U SER S TORY-S TUDENT R EPORT

TABLE XIII. U SER S TORY-E XAM T IME TABLES

USER STORY
User: Administrator
Story name: question management
Business priority: High
Developing risk: Low
Estimated points:5
Assigned Iteration:2
Responsible developer: Manrique jaime franco
Description: In this window the administrator will be able to see the reports for later
use in the analyzes.
Observation: The user must be previously logged in.
CRITERIA OF ACCEPTANCE
The system generates the reports
The system filters by data
PROTOTYPE
Number: 5

USER STORY
Uer: Administrator
Story name: exam schedules
Business priority: High
Developing risk: Low
Estimated points:5
Assigned Iteration:3
Responsible developer: Manrique jaime franco
Description: In this window the student will be able to view the times of the selected
exam.
Observation: The user must be previously logged in as an administrator.
CRITERIA OF ACCEPTANCE
The system lists the schedules
The system displays the available schedules
PROTOTYPE
Number: 7

to add or delete areas is through the database.

B. Sprint 2 Testing and Review

5) Question: Fig. 9 shows the question window where the
entered questions will be displayed, registered, deleted and
modified.

1) Exam Results: Fig. 11 shows the results exam window
where the list of exams taken will be shown, clicking on one
will show the students who took said exam.

6) Alternatives: Fig. 10 shows the alternatives window
where the alternatives entered per question will be shown,
registered, eliminated and modified.

2) Student results: Fig. 12 shows the results window by
exam where the list of students who took the selected exam
will be shown, showing their grade and date, also as the
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TABLE XIV. U SER S TORY-V IEW T EST
USER STORY
User: Administrator
Story name: view test
Business priority: High
Developing risk: Low
Estimated points:5
Assigned Iteration:3
Responsible developer: Manrique jaime franco
Description: In this window the student will be able to view the respective test
and do it.
Observation: The user must be previously logged in as an administrator.
CRITERIA OF ACCEPTANCE
The system displays the exam
The system calculates the scores
PROTOTYPE
Number: 8

limit and by section, if the student finishes before they can
press the button finish exam to finish it, once finished a
message will be displayed thanking you for your participation
and will redirect you to the schedule list window.
3) Student results: Fig. 15 shows the results window where
the student will view the scores obtained from the test in
addition to the position by general merit and by specialty, he
will also be able to view all the test questions along with the
correct answer and the alternative marked by the student.If the
student does not take the test, a new date is scheduled, however
the merits will not be shown.
The notes are calculated from time to time through files
called CRON which are responsible for executing the code
every 40 minutes, modifying the time in which the CRON
will be executed is done manually. It is due to this file that if
a student takes the exam after the scheduled date, it will have
no merit and only their score will be recorded.
According to the author [2], his studies were based on the
use of web systems by students remotely, where the advantages
of using the platform in times of pandemic stand out, which is
consistent with our research since it was also carried out in the
same pandemic context where the Authorities show support for
the investigation as there is satisfaction on their part.
VI.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

According to the requirements and needs of the Institution
of Sciences and Humanities, a web system was implemented
for the improvement of evaluation and qualification processes,
which consists of three modules which are the exam, results
and student management module. The response time of the
system was also reduced when displaying the exam and
scoring the tests, in the same way it was possible to create
a friendly interface for both students and administrative staff,
thus improving the creation and taking of virtual evaluations.It
is suggested that future work be implemented a mobile application that allows complementing the institute’s evaluation
system.
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